Realization of a collaboration system for everyone to develop and manage
— Practices of communication patterns using qwikWeb —
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To realize a new collaborative communication system, we propose qwikWeb which has a design philosophy based on communication patterns where a user can easily build a system that matches the group’s activity. Adequacy and efficacy of this system were demonstrated by designing, implementing, operating, improving, and conducting analysis of operation data.
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1 Introduction

With the advance of communication and Internet technology, we now possess the means for sharing information over time and space. As of 2005, there were estimated 69.23 million users of portable terminals such as cell phones, and estimated 66.01 million people used personal computers[1]. If we can provide a system that can be built collaboratively within an organization, organizations, interest groups, and local areas can more actively engage in creative and economic activities. However, currently available systems were difficult to manage, and users could not efficiently accumulate and structure knowledge.

In this paper, we propose qwikWeb[2], a collaboration system for user groups who wish to have a system that does not require complex access control, is easy to manage and learn, and enables accumulation and structuring of knowledge, as shown in Table 1. Communication patterns were employed as background design philosophy that enables construction of a system to a user’s preference. Adequacy and efficacy of the system were demonstrated by designing, implementing, operating, and improving the system, and conducting analysis of the operation data.

In this paper, Full Research of the web system is discussed in Chapter 2. Corresponding to this development process, present status analysis of the collaboration system is described in Chapter 3. Service design of qwikWeb is discussed in Chapter 4, and implementation of qwikWeb in Chapter 5. Data analysis and discussion of qwikWeb in operation are discussed in Chapter 6. Related studies are discussed in Chapter 7 to clarify the positioning of this study, and summary and future directions are presented in Chapter 8.

2 Full Research of the web system

In the Full Research for developing and realizing the web system, it is important to develop the system by understanding user behavior and by utilizing user feedback. The basic design and development procedure involves the participation of the users as well as the designers and the system developers, as shown in Figure 1.

First, in the phase for analyzing the current situation, outline of service and target users are selected, and current problems are analyzed. Since service outline and target users

Table 1 Comparison of existing collaboration systems and qwikWeb.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ease of management</th>
<th>Accumulation and structuring of knowledge</th>
<th>Complex access control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cybozu® and others</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qwikWeb</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Development process of web system.
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can be identified by understanding the current problems, analysis of the current situation can be done simultaneously. Extraction of problems in the current system is done on a concept level as well as on a functional level. New service is designed based on these results. In this design, design philosophy including service vision is determined to create a system design incorporating selection and improvement of component as well as future scalability and linkage with other systems. System implementation follows system design, and cost performance in terms of software engineering is taken into account. Next, test run is done with a certain number of users. In this phase, not only is it necessary to accumulate system log to collect user feedbacks, but it is also necessary to hear direct user comments. Gathered information is analyzed and the design is improved as needed, and the commercial version is completed as the system is continuously improved on the test run. During the analysis and improvement processes, hidden demands may become uncovered and findings that enable implementation of new services can be collected. The commercial version will be sold or licensed to a management company for commercial operation, but maintenance and system improvement must be continued throughout the operation.

Described above is the user participation process in Full Research for the web system. qwikWeb was developed according to this process, and currently, the test operation is almost complete. The development process of qwikWeb will be discussed in the following chapters.

3 Analysis of the current state of the collaboration system

In cooperative and collaborative work in organizations such as companies and interest groups, e-mail plays an important role, and communication and collaboration using the mailing list (ML) is done very actively. However, in collaborative work, information may not be structured, and it requires time to confirm the latest information in many cases. On the other hand, collaboration tools or groupware such as Lotus Notes and Cybozu are used since they have functions for schedule adjustment, table making, and collaborative document creation. However, set-up procedure and operation of such systems are complicated, and the managers are heavily burdened by maintenance work. Also, since communication method within the groupware is different from e-mail address used regularly, there is extra work of data transfer when building document and knowledge collaboratively by e-mail exchange. Flexible cooperation with members outside the group is not easy.

For a user who must keep the costs of start-up and operation low, and wishes to have a collaboration system that does not place a burden on certain managers, it is necessary that he/she can understand how to use the system just by looking at it, without extensive training on the system. Also, the system must have expandable structure that enables gradual construction of user’s ideal information environment, built up from the environment with which the user is already familiar. For such a user, detailed access control (for example, which user can edit which document) for each document and knowledge is unnecessary. This is because, while systems like Cybozu assume several thousand users, a user who cannot rely on a manager needs a collaboration system for just a few dozen people.

As an example of target users, the Authors looked at collaborative work by researchers who could not spare time for groupware management. The researchers used e-mail regularly as a main mode of communication. However, they did not spontaneously use groupware in collaborative work unless ordered by the supervisor to create documents. This was also true even in a situation where it was much more efficient to do collaborative document writing. Why was this? Okada positioned communication at directly below collaboration in his hierarchical model of cooperation to emphasize the importance of communication. Kitagawa divided the online community by three functions – obtain information, establish relationship, and collaborate – and stated that although majority of the communities existed simply to obtain information, the members became close in some communities, and some of them developed into collaborative communities. Close communication is necessary as background of collaboration, and collaboration is only possible through information exchange and agreement through communication. In fact, although collaborations such as report write-ups are done over e-mail, there is a problem in terms of structuring and sharing knowledge because all mails must be read and everything must be corrected and integrated to comprehend the latest information. Therefore, we saw a demand for a system that enabled structuring of intra-group knowledge and writing of collaborative document based on natural intra-group communication flow.

The issues were “easy management,” “easy learning,” and “accumulation and structuring of knowledge.”

4 qwikWeb service design

4.1 qwikWeb design philosophy

4.1.1 Basic philosophy

As a result of considering the collaboration system issues mentioned in Chapter 3 from the standpoint of users, we set the basic philosophy of qwikWeb as: “users can freely design the system and the ways it is used.”

Since it was not possible for general users to alter the system in Lotus Notes and Cybozu, it was difficult to incorporate this basic philosophy. Therefore, we studied Wiki, which was developed by Ward Cunningham, and found it was designed
with a philosophy that closely resembled our proposal. We call Wiki’s design philosophy “communication patterns”\textsuperscript{[1]}\textsuperscript{[8]}, and we present it in the next chapter, and also discuss the design philosophy of qwikWeb.

4.1.2 “Communication patterns” - Wiki’s design philosophy
The philosophy of pattern language\textsuperscript{[9]} proposed by architect Christopher Alexander is reflected in Wiki. Pattern language is a summary of language-like expression of architectural forms that appear repeatedly in architecture. This enables the user of buildings to participate in the design process, which is expected to result in good architecture. In 1987, Wiki developer Ward Cunningham became interested in pattern language, and tried to apply it to software from the perspective of user participation in design. Several patterns were extracted as user interface, and it became possible to design excellent software in relatively short time by providing these patterns to users\textsuperscript{[10]}. This experiment developed into a large movement for creating design patterns that served as common language among developers\textsuperscript{[11]}. Cunningham used HyperCard launched in 1987 from Apple Inc., and created the browser to record and edit the discovered patterns\textsuperscript{[12]}. This pattern browser later grew into Wiki. Wiki was originally developed as a base for recording and editing pattern language.

In 1995, Cunningham recreated the pattern browser as a system on web based on the contents accumulated so far, and called it WikiWikiWeb. This was the origin of Wiki. The greatest difference between the pattern browser on HyperCard and Wiki was the real time connection to the Internet. Wiki was no longer merely a place to accumulate information, but also became a place to discuss accumulated information.

In general, a system used for communication is managed by organizing information into some uniform format. A typical example is the bulletin board. An article is stored by breaking it down into several items such as author’s name, date, document title, and text. Authorization is attached to the article, and usually only the author can edit the article. It is like sharing a piece of paper in contrast to the storage of information in Wiki. In Wiki, there was no set format of information and any document could be written freely. Anyone could edit any document since there was no concept of authorization. However, when several authors edited the same documents, confusion occurred inevitably. Local rules were created to solve such confusion. For example, “one must leave one’s name at the end of a comment.” Gradually rules were created within Wiki, which was in a state of anarchy in the beginning. Rules of communication developed spontaneously among user relationships, and they seemed to have a similar structure to the development of patterns in architecture. Therefore, in this paper, rules of communication that arise in this manner are called “communication patterns.”

Although the initial objective of Wiki was to collect patterns that were necessary to create information systems, it soon became a place of communication among people who were interested in patterns, a place to discuss the rules (communication patterns) of communication, and also a place to record and collect communication patterns that were generated spontaneously. Wiki developed as a place not merely for collecting patterns but a place with a higher-level function of collecting the rules for collecting information (communication patterns).

The most important communication pattern in Wiki can be categorized into a thread mode and a document mode. The thread mode is a mode in which discussion is in progress using that page, and the user comments are presented in bulletin board form. In contrast, the document mode is a mode where only objective descriptions are presented on the page and subjective comments are excluded. In practice, most pages use a hybrid mode where objective descriptions are presented at the top of page and a discussion goes on in the lower part. Each page starts with a short document that describes the topic of the page, and comments on this topic are added in the thread mode. Individual differences are gradually absorbed as discussion progresses, and finally it grows into one objective statement (the document mode). It was expected that all pages would ultimately reach the document mode.

Here, rather than setting rules and communicating along the set rules, the stance is emphasizing spontaneous rulemaking where the rules on how to carry on communication are decided through communication. This stance is the most distinct characteristic of Wiki. If the essence of Wiki’s design philosophy is described in one phrase, it is “emphasis on communication patterns.”

4.1.3 Communication patterns in qwikWeb
Investigating the design philosophy of qwikWeb based on Wiki’s design philosophy “communication patterns” which was restated in the previous section, it is a “system that enables the user to construct collaboration system appropriate for the group by combining various communication patterns.” Adding the user’s standpoint that it “can be used with current knowledge only, without explanation,” it is a web system where one can practice expandable communication pattern to gradually develop one’s ideal information environment, starting from a communication environment of e-mail that is very familiar.

4.2 System design of qwikWeb
4.2.1 Basic design
Considering “easy management,” “easy learning,” and
“accumulation and structuring of knowledge” that were discussed above, we investigated the routine communication method used by our target users. They were mainly telephone, facsimile, cell phone, e-mail, and web browsing. Among these, e-mail and web browsing were communication means of digital information such as text information which is compatible for distribution on the Internet. Since Wiki, whose design philosophy was adopted as described in the previous section, was an extension of web browsing and did not alter the way of using e-mail, it was assumed that a user would use mail in a conventional manner. Therefore, e-mail and Wiki were combined for structuring knowledge and for collaborative work. It was designed as a web system that enabled communication patterns in which the user could freely edit and set convenient rules including the image of the entry page to Wiki. Specifically, the following points were emphasized in the design.

- **Ease of management**
  It can be set up by sending e-mail, and then responding to the mail from the system. Anyone can add or delete members, thereby enabling collaboration with members outside the organization, which was difficult to do with the conventional system. Members of the system and Wiki can be matched so anyone can easily take on managerial work.

- **Ease of learning**
  Starting with simple communication using e-mail, one can gradually build up a desired information environment.

- **Accumulation and structuring of knowledge**
  Exchanges of e-mail are accumulated in Wiki, and necessary knowledge structuring and collaboration can be accomplished. Notification about who did what in Wiki is transmitted (distributed by mail).

Therefore Wiki and ML that distributed mails to the group were combined. ML is a mechanism whereby e-mail can be sent to several people simultaneously. When a person sends e-mail to the ML, it is then sent to all registered members. ML can be categorized as an asynchronous communication system. There are many server softwares for ML such as fml and majordomo, but a hosting service such as Yahoo Group[13] and freeML[14] is frequently used due to the ease of set-up.

When setting up a ML, the user, who will act as the ML manager, sets the mail address for the ML, and then registers the members. In general, participation and withdrawal of members are managed by the ML manager, and participation or withdrawal is done by sending a request to the manager. This endows authority to the manager, and while it enables removal of troublemakers, it also places a heavy responsibility on the manager.

Therefore, QuickML[15] was employed as our ML. QuickML is a ML system that enables set-up and operation with simple maneuvers.

### 4.2.2 QuickML

QuickML is a ML management system developed by Satoru Takabayashi and Toshiyuki Masui. It enables easy set-up and operation. In QuickML, all members have authority to determine participation/withdrawal of members, so the problem of placing a burden on a single manager does not occur. Mail sent in by a member is forwarded to all members, so each member will manage the mail as a client.

### 5 Implementation of qwikWeb

#### 5.1 Implementation method

For implementation of qwikWeb, QuickML and Wiki were used as component. Implementation was done so the users would not be conscious of QuickML or conventional Wiki, and the system looked like an ingenious combination of the functions of ML and Wiki to users. In qwikWeb, knowledge structuring was promoted by registering all mails sent to ML as Wiki pages.

User can set up ML and Wiki site by simply sending e-mail to the qwikWeb system. First, the user selects a name for ML, and sends e-mail to “name-of-ML@qwik.jp.” If the name is not already used, confirmation mail will be returned. By responding to this mail, ML and Wiki site is set up (Figure 2). If such ML and Wiki sites remain unused for one month or more, they are automatically deleted after issuing warnings. Almost no burden is placed on the user for starting and closing a site, and the user can start-up ML and Wiki by simply throwing in an e-mail.

The e-mail sent to the ML is automatically stored in the Wiki site as a new Wiki page. The title of the mail becomes the page name of the Wiki page, and in the case where the same page name already exists, the new mail is added to the end of the already existing Wiki page. Response to that mail is also added on to the end of the Wiki page of the parent mail. The mails within the same Wiki page are displayed divided by date and user name. Related mails are stored on one Wiki page.

![Fig. 2 Newly set up Wiki.](image)

Exchange on ML directly becomes Wiki page.
In qwikWeb, Wiki plays the role of archiver, but unlike ordinary ML archiver, it can be edited because it is Wiki. For example, minor typing error that does not have to be notified by mail can be easily corrected by directly editing the Wiki page. Also, when mail “We want to set a date, so please check the day which is convenient for you” is sent to the ML, one can check the convenient day directly onto the mail on the Wiki page, rather than responding to the mail. When a file is attached to the e-mail, that file is shared on the Wiki.

With qwikWeb, exchanges on the ML can progress seamlessly to collaborative editing. Unlike e-mails, however, since not all members check the Wiki, some users may not notice that editing has taken place. Therefore, qwikWeb has a function where the system automatically and regularly sends update information of a Wiki page (of the name of user that did the update and the update time) to the ML. All Wiki pages are version controlled, so items can be recovered even if someone deletes them accidentally. Also, there is time machine function that allows the editing status of the Wiki page to be viewed easily. This is a function where one can see the sequential change over time of a Wiki page by moving the slide bar to left or right.

In user participation, there is always a concern for security. Therefore this system was designed with utmost care. For example, a mail address is used as ID and a password is automatically generated by the system. The password cannot be obtained by typing in someone else’s mail address, so impersonation is difficult. In case one forgets the password, it is sent when one enters the mail address, but it is sent to the mail address entered so only the owner of the address may receive it. Of course, if the password is stolen or accidentally sent to someone else, impersonation becomes possible as in other systems. However, if the impersonator alters the website, the alterations are notified to the members, so the actual person will know someone else has engaged in unauthorized maneuver. Since all web pages keep past history, the undesired change can be restored to a desired state, and future impersonation can be prevented by deleting the ID registration. Recovery is also easy in case wrong entries are made since past entry history is stored.

**5.2 Points of implementation**

qwikWeb was developed, not just as a mere practical web system, but as “the ideal solution for a web system” and we tried to get close to the ideal as much as possible. Specifically, we followed the REST architectural style by Roy Fielding. In the beginning of qwikWeb development, there was no web application framework that could be used easily, so we created parts of the framework including templates and plugins. To keep installation and maintenance simple, we selected mechanism of using a file system only as storage rather than database.

In general, increasing stability as a system for practical service and adding functions occasionally as a system for research are two contradicting activities. If functions are added, bugs occur and the system becomes unstable. However, both must be done simultaneously to satisfy both research and practical aspects. To accomplish the two contradicting properties, we attempted to decrease bugs as much as possible by thorough function test descriptions. Since we created the web application framework ourselves this time, and also created the test framework, it was easier than usual to describe the function tests for the web system. Since a function test was described beforehand at all times during the development, there was almost no function without a function test. Hence, we were able to operate the system with hardly any length of downtime. For both development and operation, the Author (Eto) alone has been able to continue the operation for four and half years.

**6 Operation of qwikWeb**

**6.1 Access analysis of qwikWeb**

Using the implemented qwikWeb, research operation started in August 2003, and the system continues to be in operation as of present. Users must agree to the terms and conditions (such as data will be used for research purposes without identification of individual users) when using the system.

Figure 3 shows the cumulative values of the number of MLs, the number of closed MLs, and the number of MLs using Wiki. As of May 2007, there were 3,110 MLs and 18,519 users (excluding data for ML set up by developers). Maximum number of users in a single ML was 648 people.

---

[Figure 3: Time transition of number of MLs]
and the average was 7.7 people. The majority were MLs with 10 or less people, and this matched the design intent of a ML to be used by a small number of people. Wiki was used in about 70% of the MLs, and many users selected qwikWeb since Wiki can be also used. While the average active period of MLs using Wiki (2,235 MLs) was 145.1 days, it was 42.4 days for MLs without Wiki (875 MLs). It can be seen that Wiki was employed for long-term use. The number of closed MLs is currently about 10%, and this is low compared to 50% closed ML for QuickML, and a longer use is expected to promote more accumulation of knowledge.

The cumulative values of users are shown in Figure 4. Number of users, number of Wiki users, and number of users who created MLs all increased. About 70% were MLs with Wiki, and about 40% were users of Wiki. This is probably because many users started using Wiki by induction through the ML. About 10% of users created MLs (1,909 people). Maximum number of MLs created by one person was 40 MLs, and the average was 1.6. As seen from the fact that there was a single user who created 40 MLs alone, the cost to the manager is relatively low. About 25% or 505 people created 2 or more MLs. On the other hand, looking at the number of MLs in which the users participated, of the 18,519 people, the maximum number of participation was in 48 MLs, and the average was 1.3. About 20% or 3,515 people belonged to 2 or more MLs. Participating in several MLs may be due to that fact that the users considered qwikWeb to be useful to some degree.

The difference between Wiki and ML was studied from the difference in use by time zone. Figure 5 shows the number of submissions, number of Wiki accesses, and number of edits to Wiki by time. It can be seen that peaks of submission to a ML occurred during 9:00~11:00, 12:00~13:00, 17:00~19:00, and 23:00~24:00. The time zones corresponded to start of work, after lunch break, end of work, and before retiring for the evening. In contrast, the number of Wiki accesses and edits increased from start of work in the afternoon to end of work, and reached a peak at 17:00~18:00. The reason for this is, since submission to a ML is communication, it was done most often at start and end of segments in daily routine, while access to and editing Wiki are part work so it was done during work in the afternoon, and as summary at end of work and before retiring for the evening.

Next, we looked at the use by groups that use both Wiki and ML. Here, we focused on MLs with over 50 submissions, 50 times or more editing of Wiki page, and durations of 1 year or more. Of the total 3,110 MLs, 64 MLs met this condition. Comparing the number of submissions and number of edits by month, about 80% or 54 MLs had more months with higher number of submissions than edits. Figure 6 shows the cumulative values of number of submissions and edits in some MLs. Figure 6(a) is mainly ML and Figure 6(b) is mainly Wiki. Overall, the first few months were most active (with many submissions and edits) and the activities tended to decrease afterwards. Particularly Wiki showed that trend, and it tended to subside after initial heavy editing. In some MLs, the number of edits to Wiki suddenly increased. Figure 6(c1) and 6(c2) show steadily growing number of submissions, while the number of Wiki edits increased suddenly at some point and then subsided. It is thought that both ML and Wiki are regularly used if they are used for communication in daily work and for collaborative knowledge structuring, but when they are used for a particular event only, use increased suddenly before and after the event.

The use of qwikWeb and the difference in how ML and Wiki were used was discussed based on operation data. Although this was a research operation, the efficacy of qwikWeb design and implementation was demonstrated.

6.2 Example of qwikWeb in practice

Articles on Wiki appeared over 12 issues of Software Design of Gijutsu Hyoronsha, from August 2005 to July 2006. One article of the series was “Complete Guide to qwikWeb”[16]. At the same time, qwikWeb was used as a collaboration system to create the article series, and the actual process of
editing using qwikWeb was presented in the final article\(^\text{[17]}\). The qwikWeb group used in the article series was opened to public to serve as reference for similar users\(^\text{[18]}\). According to the article, the reasons qwikWeb was selected were: “overview of the project can be readily seen by members who joined later” and “both mail and document can be viewed.” Here, the objective of qwikWeb was realized. From this example, it can be confirmed that qwikWeb reached a quality that could be used at a practical level even though this was a research run.

### 7 Related researches

The basic concept of Wiki is that anyone can easily edit the contents, and there are several similar systems called Wiki clones that have adopted this concept. There are Wiki engines equipped with a function of linkage with mail to enable more convenient use of Wiki. In JotSpot\(^\text{[19]}\), a Wiki page can be updated by sending e-mail to the mail address corresponding to each Wiki page. PukiWiki\(^\text{[20]}\) allows an addition of a function of handling the mails received as entry to the page. Hiki\(^\text{[21]}\) has a function of notifying updates by mail. All these use e-mail as a supplementary function of Wiki, but qwikWeb is different in the point that it is joined closely to ML. There are also Wikis with specialized purposes. Perhaps the most famous one is MediaWiki. This is a Wiki engine used in Wikipedia, the online encyclopedia. There are also several proposals for a Wiki engine called Semantic Wiki, a tool to easily create semantic web data\(^\text{[22][23]}\). There are Wiki engines for educational purpose. Guzdial et al developed a Wiki engine called CoWeb which is used in education\(^\text{[24]}\). In 2 years of operation, over 120 Wikis were started up in schools and are operated on 10 servers. Wang et al added extensions needed for learning environment such as page ownership, writing authorization, and invisible mode\(^\text{[25]}\). Brereton et al constructed an educational support environment based on Wiki\(^\text{[26]}\). However, there is no proposal of a system fused seamlessly with ML as in qwikWeb.

### 8 Summary

We proposed qwikWeb that smoothly fused information communication, accumulation of knowledge, and structuring technology to realize a collaboration system that can be built and managed by anyone. We described the process for realizing Full Research of such a collaboration system. As a result of designing, implementing, and operating this system, about 18,000 users used about 3,000 MLs. Adequacy and efficacy of this system were demonstrated by analyzing the operation data.

Future issues include commercial operation by companies, improvement by focusing on target users, and improvement for use in diverse information environment such as cell phones.

Modulobe, or virtual organism construction environment,
is another project of the Author (Eto). In Modulobe, virtual organism created by the user is shared on the net, and other users can create new models by adding changes to the model. ID attached to the parts of the model allows the relationship of re-use of models to become visible. It is similar to qwikWeb since it is an attempt to seek findings by running a system that supports communication among users.

Both qwikWeb and Modulobe have common points of "design by subtraction." The most essential function for the user is considered, while extraneous functions are deleted completely. Therefore, the target users can understand the system more readily. In qwikWeb, comprehensibility was achieved by deleting functions that normally exist such as functions to assign managers or to change editing authority for each page. Although this may make qwikWeb unusable in some situations, we were able to create a system that new users can understand and use immediately.

In the future, we shall continue research that supports communication among users and contributes to knowledge sharing on the network.
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Discussion with reviewers

1 On improvements for user participation
Question (Kazuhito Ohmaki)
I think the perspective that “it is very important to have a mechanism where end users can become directly involved in system design” is important, and I think this point should be clearly stated.
Answer (Kouichirou Eto)
As you indicated, since the improvement process with involvement of users is important in information systems, I explained further in “2. Full Research for web system.” Although direct involvement of end users is very important, in this development, we employed a method where the users use the system, we, the developers, observed them carefully, and then we thought of the necessary functions based on our observations. Since users are novice of the system, they cannot necessarily propose truly necessary functions. However, since end users are specialists in their own respective work, the developers determined the necessary functions based on their work processes. This point was described in Chapter 2.

2 On rights of software
Question (Kazuhito Ohmaki)
Have you clarified the rights for qwikWeb?
Answer (Kouichirou Eto)
The people who were involved in direct development of qwikWeb were AIST researchers only, and the relationship of rights is clear. Although QuickML had been used as part of the system, it is disclosed as free software based on General Public License (GPL). qwikWeb also is under GPL, there is no rights issue.

3 On learning how to use softwares
Question (Kazuhito Ohmaki)
Having used Wiki, the Reviewer feels that although simple, one must learn “pattern language” to some point. I would like to hear your comments on what you think of the trade-off.
Answer (Kouichirou Eto)
Thank you for pointing this out. First, although pattern language is background philosophy of Wiki, it does not mean that one cannot use Wiki without learning it. Anyone can start using it by learning the simple maneuvers. To make full use of Wiki, one must learn pattern language to some extent, as you point out. That means that one must learn the background philosophy of Wiki, but one can learn it gradually. In other words, by using Wiki, one can gradually become acquainted with the philosophy of pattern language, and that is one advantage of Wiki.

In Wiki, it is necessary to express the sentence structure by using Wiki syntax, which is its unique mark-up language, and the time required to learn this could not be ignored. However, by writing sentences using Wiki syntax, one becomes conscious of the sentence structure. In fact, when I teach Wiki in college courses, by teaching Wiki as well as advantage of structuring sentences at the same time, the students were able to learn Wiki syntax naturally. Such trade-off does exist for Wiki syntax.

As you pointed out, concerning this point, I added explanations.

4 On goal of development, scenario, and selection process of component
Question (Motoyuki Akamatsu)
In the last part of Section 2.3, you mention four points. Explanations assumed the fusion of ML and Wiki, except in the first point. I think it will be better to write a scenario by describing the four points as four goals of system design, and then to write that the Authors decided to fuse ML and Wiki after considering how to achieve the goals (Description of Scenario). Also, there must have been a selection process of component, and I think you should write the “selection process” where certain technologies other than ML and Wiki were not employed.
Answer (Kouichirou Eto)
The scenario, as you point out, was not clear in the original paper, so the chapters were arranged according to the process in Figure 1, and changed to reflect the flow of development from problems and solution strategy of current collaboration (“ease of management” and “accumulation and structuring of knowledge”), basic philosophy toward solution, selection of Wiki that had concept close to our basic philosophy, and employment of QuickML in basic design of the system. For selection processes, the reason for selecting Wiki as component is explained in 4.1.1, Wiki is explained in 4.1.2, the reason for selecting Quick ML as component is explained in 4.2.1, and Quick ML is explained in 4.2.2.
5 On process of improving operation

Question (Motoyuki Akamatsu)
In “4. Operation of qwikWeb,” you present the result of user data analysis. I think this section corresponds to the cycle of analysis of feedback information, system correction, and system operation, but there is no description of how the correction to the system was done according to this cycle. Can you clarify so the relationship with the improvements can be seen?

Answer (Kouichirou Eto)
I explained an example by adding “6.2 Practical example of qwikWeb.” The feedback here corresponds to the explanation in Figure 1.

6 On difficulty of research and development

Question (Motoyuki Akamatsu)
Reading this paper, I get the impression that qwikWeb was created easily. I imagine that there were various problems, and it could only be created after solving those problems. I think it will benefit the readers greatly if you include descriptions of technological difficulties and how they were solved.

Answer (Kouichirou Eto)
I described the problems we had in implementation and operation in Section 5.2.